7
WAYS
DOMAIN SPECIALIZATION

PLAYS A KEY ROLE IN
EVOLVING QA PRACTICES

Quick requirement analysis
Having a domain specialization helps identify gaps in the
requirements, ensures better coverage from a business
functionality perspective and enables early identification of
defects through static testing.

Better user story development
QA with good domain knowledge can help the product owner
with better user stories and defining better acceptance criteria.

Builds capability
Domain knowledge helps a QA engineer to have a better view
of the product. Without proper domain knowledge, defects in
the underlying business rules can remain uncovered in the
preliminary stage of testing, causing problems during the final
or release stage.

Thorough understanding of
technical terminology
An engineer who completely understands their domain can
detect issues early as compared to a novice. A proper
understanding of the technical terminology helps a tester to
describe problems and design edge case scenarios accurately.

Helps in prioritizing bug fixes
With proper knowledge, the tester will have a clear idea of how
to prioritize the bug-fixes and can guide the development team.
While planning the bug fixes, the tester will not just save cost
and time, but also enhances the overall product quality.

Reduces training time
Domain specialization can increase the overall productivity of
the team and add better value to the final product. Having prior
domain knowledge will reduce training time, resulting in
quicker results. Proper knowledge about the business
processes helps in achieving a better understanding of the
product requirements.

Boosts the productivity
of the team
Domain specialists are in demand due to their ability to
understand an application beyond finding bugs. Having
domain knowledge can help in suggesting and implementing
fixes, especially during crucial times. This not only saves time
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but also increases the productivity of the team.
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